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I Introduction
In the beginning of the 80s, the study on the control strateg

for the tracking/rejection of~unknown! periodic signals~with
known period! evolved as a new discipline, which then began
be referred to as ‘‘repetitive control.’’ The design of discrete-tim
repetitive controllers was considered by Tomizuka et al. in@1# and
a prototype repetitive controller was developed using the z
phase error tracking controller~ZPETC! of @2#. This was then
modified in @3,4# for the improvement of the stochastic behavi
and the stability robustness. Though studied in@3#, the optimality
of the modified zero-phase repetitive control is not fully elab
rated. In this note, we first study the quadratically optimal rep
tive control problem in Section 2 and then show in Section 3 t
the modified zero-phase repetitive controller is quadratically o
mal for stable plants.

II Quadratically Optimal Repetitive Control
In this section, we derive a condition for the quadratic optim

ity of discrete-time repetitive control systems. We consider
linear time-invariant feedback system of Fig. 1 with a periodicx
5r2d signal of the form

x~ t !5(
i 50

n21

Xm~v i !cos~v i t1u i !, (1)
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wheren is the period,Xm(v i) are the magnitudes of the signal
v i52p i /n, and u i are the phases. As is well known, period
signals of periodn contain n frequencies given byv i52p i /n;
i 50, . . . ,n21 and can be expressed as in~1!. Next, we consider
the quadratic cost defined by

J5(
i 50

n21

uEm~v i !u21l i uUm~v i !u2, (2)

where Em(v i) and Um(v i) denote the magnitudes of, respe
tively, the error~e! and the control input~u! signals atv i , andl is
denote non-negative constants. By the minimization of the q
dratic cost of~2!, the tracking error, as well as the control inpu
are kept small when the reference (r )/disturbance~d! signals are
periodic with periodn. In fact, this cost has a time-domain equiv
lent, which is also quadratic~see@5#!. The values ofl is determine
the level of penalization on the power of the control input at t
frequencies present in the considered periodic signals. Withl i
50, the tracking error is minimized~in a quadratic sense! by the
minimization of this cost. In the sequel, we will call the system
minimizing this cost as quadratically optimal.

In the following theorem, we give the condition onL5PC for
the minimization ofJ. For notational simplicity, we useH(v) to
denoteH(ej v).

Theorem 1.Consider the control system of Fig. 1 with thex
5r 2d signal of ~1! and assume that the system is stable. T
feedback system is quadratically optimal withl i if and only if

L~v i !5l i
21uP~v i !u2; ; i ,i 50, . . . ,n21. (3)

The optimal cost is given by

Jopt5(
i 50

n21

~11l i
21uP~v i !u2!21uXm~v i !u2. (4)

Proof: It follows from the feedback system relations th
uUm(v i)u5uC(v i)iS(v i)iXm(v i)u and uEm(v i)u
5uS(v i)iXm(v i)u, whereS51/(11L). Thus we can expressJ as

J5(
i 50

n21

~11l i uC~v i !u2!uS~v i !u2uXm~v i !u2.

With T defined asT5L/(11L), we have uSu25u12Tu2 and
uCu2uSu25uPu22uTu2. Expandingu12Tu2, we can write

J5(
i 50

n21

@ uG~v i !u2uT~v i !u222R$T~v i !%11#uXm~v i !u2,

whereuG(v i)u2 is defined asuG(v i)u2511l i uP(v i)u22. Taking
the term in the square brackets inuG(v i)u2 parentheses and com
pleting the squares, we can reorganize this expression as

J5(
i 50

n21

uG~v i !u2uT~v i !2uG~v i !u22u2uXm~v i !u21Jopt.

he

iate

Fig. 1 Unity feedback control system
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If T(v i)5uG(v i)u22 is satisfied for alli, thenJ will be mini-
mum, asJopt is a term that is independent ofC(v i). Using the
inverse relationL5T/(12T), this condition can be transforme
to L(v i)5(uG(v i)u221)21, which is equivalent to~3!. If the
controller is not of restricted complexity, it is always possible
find a stable closed-loop that satisfies~3!, and this proves the only
if part.

Remark 1.If Xm(v i)50 for somei, it is not necessary to hav
the conditions of~3! satisfied at thosei.

III Quadratic Optimality of the Zero-Phase Repetitive
Control

Discrete-time modified repetitive control structures are form
by the inclusion of the modified delayed positive feedback uni
the feedback loop. This unit has the transfer function given b

CR~z!5
F~z!z2n

12F~z!z2n , (5)

wheren is the period of the considered signals andF is a stable
low-pass filter which satisfiesuF(v)u<1. In order to preserve the
internal stability, this unit should be accompanied with an app
priate controller. The prototype repetitive controllers develop
by Tomizuka et al. in@1,3,4# use the ZPETC of@2# as the accom-
panying part. ZPETC was developed originally for feedforwa
tracking purposes. If the transfer function of a stable and ca
plant is denoted asP(z)5z2dPNP(z21)/DP(z21), with NP and
DP being coprime numerator/denominator polynomials hav
nonzero leading coefficients anddP being the plant delay, the
ZPETC is given by

CZP~z!5
zdPDP~z21!NP

2~z!

iNP
2i`

2 NP
1~z21!

. (6)

Here,NP
1 andNP

2 denote, respectively, the stable~i.e., cancelable!
and the unstable~i.e., noncancelable! parts ofNP , and iNP

2i` is
defined asiNP

2i`5supvuNP
2(e2 j v)u. Thus, the modified repeti

tive controller is formed as

CZPR~z!5kCR~z!CZP~z!, (7)

wherek denotes a scalar which is usually referred to as the rep
tive control gain. The control system of Fig. 1 is stable withC
5CZPR for a stable plantP, if kP(0,2) anduF(v)u<1. For the
controller to be implementable, we should, moreover, haven
>dP1degNP

22dF , where dF is the filter delay ~i.e. F(z)
5z2dFNF(z21)/DF(z21)!, which is allowed to be negative. Th
perfect repetitive controller structure of@1#, which supplies zero
tracking error, can be recovered withF51.

The modified form of the repetitive controller~i.e., the repeti-
tive controller withFÞ1! offers improved stability robustness@4#
and stochastic behavior@3# at the cost of degraded tracking
rejection performance especially over the high-pass band.
show below that it also minimizes the quadratic cost of~2! if F is
a filter of zero-phase nature~as proposed in@4,6#!.

Theorem 2.Let the plant of the control system of Fig.
have a causal and stable transfer functionP given by P(z)
5z2dPNP(z21)/DP(z21). The feedback system will be quadrat
cally optimal with C5CZPR if F is chosen as F(z)
5M (z21)M (z), whereM is a polynomial with a degree less tha
or equal ton2dP2degNP

2 . The l is of the optimized cost are
given by

l i5
iNP

2i`
2 ~ uM ~v i !u2221!uNP

1~v i !u2

kuDP~v i !u2 . (8)
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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The optimum value of the cost with thesel is is

JZPR
opt 5(

i 50

n21 S 11
kuNP

2~v i !u2

iNP
2i`

2 ~ uM ~v i !u2221!
D 21

uXm~v i !u2. (9)

Proof: The loop gain of the feedback system withP
and C5CZPR can be found as LZPR(z)
5kiNP

2i`
22NP

2(z)NP
2(z21)CR(z). Since e2 j v i n51 for v i

52p i /n, we have LZPR(v i)5kiNP
2i`

22uNP
2(v i)u2F(v i)(1

2F(v i))
21. With F(z)5M (z21)M (z), we have F(v i)

5uM (v i)u2 and thusLZPR(v i)s are all zero-phase. Hence b
Theorem 1, the feedback system withCZPR is quadratically opti-
mal with l i5LZPR

21 (v i)uP(v i)u2, which can be found as in~8!.
Inserting~8! in ~4!, we can find the optimum cost for this case
in ~9!.

Remark 2.It is possible to verify the well-known facts about th
tracking/rejection performance of the perfect and the modified
petitive control systems via the help of~8! and~9!. For the perfect
repetitive control case, we haveF5M51 and thusl i50. Hence,
in this case we have no penalization on the power of the con
input and the cost to be minimized is simply the variance of
tracking error. Withl i50, we haveJZPR

opt 50, which means that
perfect discrete-time repetitive control systems supply zero tra
ing error. In the modified repetitive control case,F ~and thusM!
is-usually-of low-pass nature and hencel is are small foris which
are close to 0 orn, and large forl is which are close ton/2. This
corresponds to more penalization on the power of the control
put over the high-pass band and thus degraded tracking/reje
performance at the high frequency region.

IV Concluding Remarks
We considered the quadratically optimal repetitive cont

problem and have shown that the modified zero-phase repet
controllers are quadratically optimal for stable plants. As poin
out in @3#, the zero-phase repetitive controller can be construc
for an unstable plant by first stabilizing this plant via an inn
loop, and then using the transfer function of the stabilized loop
this case, the overall system will not necessarily be quadratic
optimal ~with the cost defined using the original control inpu!.
This is because the stabilizing controller will affect the cont
input to the plant. Yet, a quadratically optimal repetitive control
structure can be developed for general~i.e., stable as well as un
stable! plants by using the ideas and techniques presented in@5#.
This will be a generalization of the zero-phase repetitive con
for general plants and is left for a future work.
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